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am the daughter of a Lebanese immigrant and an Irish
businessman. The collision of cultures that defined my
childhood also set the course for my future. My past, my
present, and my future all have two things in common: food
and storytelling.
I remember coming home from school as a child and being
greeted by the enticing, savory smells of my mother cooking
dinner. When my father arrived home from work, my brother
and I ran excitedly to the front door to greet him, knowing
that the hour or two that lay ahead of us would involve delicious Lebanese food and nonstop conversation. My dad told
stories about his problem solving at work, my mom regaled
us with the highlights from fascinating class discussions in her
master’s program, and my brother and I shared our accounts
of the highs and lows of elementary school.
Weekends were reserved for family time and even more
tales told at the table. I learned from my grandma, the first
exceptionally talented chef I know, that there is no better
pastime than sharing a meal with those you love. Long days
spent sitting around the kitchen table, nibbling on fresh hummus, homemade pita chips, or sticky baklava while listening
to childhood stories from my mother’s family taught me the
history of the Middle East and the legacy of family, education,
and good food that lives on in me in America.
The civil war in Lebanon broke out the same year my mom
was born; her childhood consisted of falling asleep to the
sound of bombs exploding in nearby towns, running through
fields of landmines every time she and her family had to
escape their home, and learning that seeing her friends at
school the next day was not guaranteed. As an impressionable
child and young woman, I learned early on that what seemed
to be only heartbreaking stories to me are the realities of so
many still living in Lebanon.
Now, as the war rages on still in Lebanon, and its people
continue hurting, my mom does her best to pay tribute to her
country through her values, her education and her cooking.
She fled Lebanon with her family as a teen in search of safety
and access to education; she immigrated to the United States
and dedicated herself to achieving the highest level of education so that she can set a good example for me and raise me
in the same values of family, education, and good food that
she learned from her country. She is now a proud University
of La Verne graduate with a doctoral degree.
The values of family, education and my heritage, tied
together with food and storytelling, have been passed to me.
The honor of continuing that legacy is now mine.
As you dig into the stories, this proud editor-in-chief bids
you bon appetite! ■

Remy Hogan, editor-in-chief

BY REMY HOGAN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAYDEEN MERINO

ABOVE: Gina Elise,
founder of Pin-Ups for Vets,
poses with her 2020 calendar
at the Hotel Shangri-La, the
site where the modern Navy
Seal program was born.
NEXT PAGE: Gina Elise stands
beside combat Marine veteran and University of La Verne
senior Christopher Livingston.
Chris served for eight years as
a combat engineer deployed
to Afghanistan, followed
by leadership as a Marine
recruiter. Post graduation, he
will work as a sports writer at
television station KTLA.

DESIGN & STYLIZATION BY REMY HOGAN

She walks down a long hallway at a veteran hospital,
clad in a classy 1940s dress and clutching a calendar.
She turns into a patient’s room and sits to visit with him.
As she hands him the calendar in which she is portrayed
tastefully in pin-up, she sees a small, shy smile brighten
his face. She begins asking questions and making conversation. He responds, albeit very quietly. When it is time
to leave, the patient’s nurse pulls her aside and delivers
humbling news: “That was the first time he has spoken in
about a month.” Says Gina Elise, founder of Pin-Ups for
Vets, “This kind of work makes you realize that sometimes it’s the small things, and giving your time can mean
everything to someone else.”
Pin-Ups for Vets is a non-profit organization that has
served the veteran and military community for 14 years
by hosting events for veterans, fundraising for veteran rehabilitation equipment, and, most notably, by producing
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calendars made by female veterans for other veterans.
The calendars evoke a sense of triumph, not only
because they are meant to celebrate those who serve, but
also because they celebrate women. The female veterans who model for the calendars have the empowering
opportunity to rediscover their femininity after returning
home from serving their country in a male-dominated,
masculine environment. A model for the 2020 calendar,
Erikka Davis, served her country in the Army for six years.
“I have worn red lipstick only three times in my life, and
all three times were with Pin-Ups for Vets. I have been a
fan of the pin-up era going back as far as I can remember.
Hardening my personality seemed to be an effective way
to keep up with my fellow male soldiers. This has been
a difficult switch to turn off. Pin-Ups for Vets is slowly
reminding me that I am not only allowed to be a veteran,
but a lady as well.”

director of activities in high school. She loved history,
directing, acting and producing. She especially enjoyed
a production class that she took at the film school at
UCLA that required her to produce a show with a team of
people. “I had never been so satisfied; it was so fulfilling
to create something out of nothing.” She first worked as
a hotel manager until she became inspired by the stories
and needs of veterans and wanted to help. Thus, Pin-Ups
for Vets was born.
never intended to be running a nonprofit organization, but now I can’t imagine doing anything else,” Gina says, pride clear in her tone.
“Where I thrive the most is having an idea and seeing it
to the end, bringing a million details together to create
something that wasn’t there before.” A million details is
not an exaggeration. Over the course of a year, Gina and
her dedicated team of veterans work tirelessly to organize
fundraisers, hospital tours and the calendar. “My life is
planning, planning, planning, execute,” Gina laughs.
While the 2020 calendar features 19 veteran women,
Gina used to be the only model when Pin-Ups for Vets
first started. She wore different wigs in each shot in the
hopes that people would think it was a different woman
on each page. “Now I’m only on the cover and the January page,” Gina jokes, although she appreciates every
veteran and volunteer who puts her heart and soul into
making Pin-Ups for Vets successful.
The calendar takes up most of Gina’s year. This is her
full-time job. “It’s a huge process that takes between five
and six months,” Gina explains. The process starts with a
casting call and then moves onto scouting locations in La
Verne, San Dimas and Claremont. It is then time to select
vintage outfits, schedule photoshoots, make over each
veteran, collect the final images,
and edit them. Graphic design
and printing wraps up the colorful,
creative process. “It’s like making a
film, like my own art. It challenges
my brain and keeps me sharp.”
Creating the now famous calendar begins when Gina sends
out a casting notice in the spring.
There are months of pre-production
during which Gina reads the stories
of applicants and chats with them
via Skype to decide who would be
a great fit to represent the values of
Pin-Ups for Vets, and who would
be comfortable in 1940s style
pin-up. This past year, she received
more than 200 application entries
from throughout the United States.
Once the cast is confirmed, Gina
goes location scouting. Many of
the veterans she works with love
classic cars and airplanes, and
Gina takes great care to track down
locations in the Inland Empire that

“I

ABOVE: On the Hotel
Shangri-La rooftop bar in
Santa Monica, Gina and Chris
mimic classic pin-up poses.
Chris is wearing his seven
medals and five ribbons
earned in combat. Looking
back on his decision to join
the Marine Corps, he says,
“When I met my recruiter,
I saw the way he carried
himself and the respect he
got. I wanted to be that
person. I don’t know who I’d
be without the Marines.”
NEXT PAGE: When Gina first
began producing calendars
14 years ago, she used to
grace every page. In the 2020
calendar issue, Gina is just on
the cover and January page.

“There are many different genres and styles of pin-up. I
think it’s a beautiful celebration of a woman,” Gina says.
“We’re very classy; we wear dresses below the knee, and
we have rules about what we wear to the hospitals.” PinUps for Vets is inspired by American painter Gil Elvgren’s
“girl next door” range of looks. “Should I have named it
something different? Maybe. But that’s what it is!”
Gina, who splits her time between Los Angeles and
the Inland Empire, first learned about pin-up as a theater
history major at the University of California, Los Angeles.
She graduated in 2004, and in 2006 American troops
were coming back from Iraq needing lots of medical care
and help assimilating back into American society. It was
then that she learned about how, historically, pin-up images were painted along the sides of war planes to help
boost morale for those serving their country.
A classic symbol of American society, pin-ups lifted
spirits and brought bright smiles to faces during dark
times. Exclaims Andrea Lewis, a Pin-Ups for Vets model
who served in the Army for 7.5 years, “I still take pride in
our service men and women. I want to be part of a cause
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that benefits service members both past and present. I
love my country and the history that made it stand out
from the rest of the world. Pin-ups were and still are a
huge part of that. It’s an honor to be part of history.”
“We girls will be visiting patients in long hallways at
the veteran hospitals, and as we walk back down the
hallway and head to the next floor, we can see that in
every single room the veterans are flipping through their
calendars,” Gina proudly explains.
The process of getting those calendars in the hands of
excited veterans is a long, arduous yet extremely rewarding process for Gina, who never expected to do what she
does today. “I thought I was going to be a choreographer
when I was younger. But my mom always used to say that
‘nothing from nothing is nothing’ so I took that concept
and ran with it when I first had the idea for Pin-Ups for
Vets. I take risks, and I like to call myself a ‘pinupreneur’
because I see obstacles as bumps and not the end.”
Gina’s dedication to her organization is not new to
those who know her. She was heavily involved in school
extracurriculars, serving as junior class president and
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feature collector cars and vintage aircraft. The 2019 and
2020 calendars feature pictures taken at locations in La
Verne, San Dimas, Claremont, Montclair, Upland and
Glendora.
One of her favorite locations is the Hotel Shangri-La
on Ocean Avenue in Santa Monica. Featuring Streamline
Moderne art-deco design, the hotel was opened in 1940
and originally provided living quarters that functioned
both as an apartment and hotel. During World War II, the
United States Army Air Forces used the Hotel Shangri-La
as a rehabilitation station. In fact, Shangri-La was the site
where the idea for today’s modern Navy Seal program
was born. Five watermen, including Santa Monica Lifeguard Robert Butt, Arthur Garrett, Frederick Wadley Jr.,
John McMahon and Frank Donohue were responsible for
the birth of the program. In 1944, the Air Force began using Hotel Shangri-La to give aerial combat veterans some
rest and recuperation before re-deploying or returning to
civilian life.
nce locations are confirmed, Gina works with
a company called Voodoo Vixen to select
classy outfits and find the appropriate model
sizing. From there, she works with her armed forces veteran models to make sure that they have ample time to
secure their travel and hotel accommodations since many
of them reside outside of California.
And then it begins. Three full days of 6 a.m. call times
and assembly lines of veteran models head out to locations. “I’m very organized, and I have the days planned
out hour-by-hour,” Gina laughs. She works with her trusted hair and makeup guru, Ana Vergara, who operates out
of Los Angeles. Ana transforms the girls into classic 1940s
pin-up models at local salons; it takes about an hour and

O

PAGE 8, TOP: Proudly
wearing his Marine dress
blue alphas, Chris reminisces
on his time as a recruiter in
Durango, Colorado. In the
three years he spent there,
Chris recruited 51 people,
including five women, to join
the Marine Corps. “I found
a purpose,” Chris says of his
time in the Marine Corps. He
is most proud of his combat
action and recruiting ribbons.
He says his proudest moment
was earning the title
“Marine” after the Crucible,
which is the culmination of
lessons from bootcamp and
the ultimate test of mental
and physical resolve.
PAGE 8, BOTTOM: “I crushed
dreams, but I was real,” Chris
says of the many men and
women who wanted to be a
Navy SEAL. He recounts the
high standards that military
hopefuls are held to: morally,
physically and intellectually.

a half for each model to complete her transformation and step into
the world of 1940s style. As each model is ready, Gina takes them to
their shooting location before returning to pick up the next model.
Her next major tasks are to make
sure that each model feels comfortable posing and to ensure that the
weather holds up. Gina remembers
how stressful it is when it rains during
the photoshoot, like it did for the
2020 edition. “This year, it rained
two out of the three days we had the
photoshoot. I could have been a meteorologist that day!” She was even
location scouting the day before the
photoshoot in order to secure backup
plans since her models were flying
in, and she wanted to respect their
time and find solutions for them. But
it was a job well done. “You would
never know that it was raining,
looking at the calendar now,” Gina
says proudly. After three long days
of taking pictures, Gina goes into
post-production editing and graphic

design. The final step is to send the calendar to the printer.
When she is not working on the calendar, the rest of Gina’s year
is spent organizing fundraisers to support the organization’s multiple
initiatives—everything from a 50-state Veterans Affairs and military
hospital tour where the Pin-ups for Vets Ambassadors have visited
with more than 14,000 veterans, to assembling care packages for deployed troops around the globe, to doing morale-boosting makeovers
for military wives and female veterans, to donating rehabilitation
equipment to veteran hospitals. “This was created very organically.
Our first year, we donated $5,000 to the Loma Linda VA Hospital.
The second year, we supported the Naval Medical Center San Diego.”
Pin-Ups for Vets grew exponentially from there. In total, Pin Ups for
Vets has donated more than $70,000 to veteran and military hospitals
to provide rehabilitation equipment and to improve veteran healthcare. “If I could pick one thing that is most inspiring, it’s the sense of
resilience that these veterans have,” she says.
Visiting the veterans in the hospitals always humbles Gina and
gives her a “giver’s glow,” but she especially loves working with the
women who help her put the calendars together. “The women are
multifaceted; they’ve served in combat, but they love getting dressed
up. It’s an honor to work with this community to help them bring out
their femininity and embrace that again.”
Oftentimes, the visits to the hospitals are what help the female
veterans reconnect most with their femininity. The makeovers that the
female veterans go through gives each of them a pep in their step.
“Many of the women haven’t seen themselves that way before, and
they get a little fierce,” Gina laughs fondly. “Many times the patients
don’t realize that the ladies visiting, dressed to the nines in 1940s
attire, are also veterans. It’s such a special surprise for the patients
when they find out. It’s a beautiful brotherhood and sisterhood that I
get to see in hospitals,” Gina says. Pin-Ups for Vets has helped female
veterans break down stereotypes, rediscover their femininity, and
serve those who have served alongside them.
In the words of Marine Corps veteran and Pin-Ups for Vets ambassador Jovane Henry: “I came for the service. I stayed for the sisterhood. There is nothing that says I can’t be a hard-charging Marine,
and a lipstick-wearing pin-up, so I choose to be both.” ■
BY NATALIE GUTIÉRREZ

C

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KAYLA SALAS

DESIGN BY NATALIE GUTIÉRREZ

an you answer this clue: “Gaga helped Bradley
Cooper rock as they re-re-remade this drama that
last starred Streisand & Kristofferson.” Mary Ann
Borer can. Not only did she answer the Lady Gaga category questions correctly, but she excelled in categories
like children’s literature, U.S. governors, college football
names and many other random categories.
This is the real “Jeopardy!” America’s favorite game
show, hosted by the charming and charismatic teacher
everyone wishes they had, Alex Trebek. Perhaps you are
one of the many who have watched “Jeopardy!” tried
answering the clues, then after missing a couple, gave up
and headed to the kitchen for the last slice of carrot cake.
It is an extremely challenging game. Mary Ann Borer,
an alumna from the University of La Verne Broadcasting
Department, went far beyond being just a living room
contestant. She decided to take the first step toward
making her “Jeopardy!” dreams a reality. She decided to
take the vetting online test, then, after passing, she gained
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STYLIZATION BY BROOKE GRASSO

access to mock games and contestant interviews. Finally,
six months later, she found herself on “Jeopardy!” staring
at Alex Trebek as he read the final “Jeopardy!” round clue:
“Memories of refugees in British train stations before and
after WWII helped inspire the creation of this character.”
“Who is Paddington?” Mary Ann smiled as she answered
correctly. She bet $19,000 for a super payday of $38,200
as she became the new “Jeopardy!” champ.
Mary Ann, who works as a marketing coordinator
at Christian Community Credit Union, was one of the
fortunate 0.4% to make it through the difficult audition
process. She proceeded to win four rounds of “Jeopardy!”
and take home $88,500. “Ever since I was a kid, I wanted
to be on ‘Jeopardy!’ We used to watch it together as a
family,” says Mary Ann. “We would pretend to be the
contestants and answer the clues before the real contestants did.”
Mary Ann took the online test in January 2018 and
was called in for an interview audition later that year in

ABOVE: Mary Ann Borer
proudly sports her “Jeopardy!” merchandise after
showing off her impressive
knowledge on the show.
NEXT PAGE, TOP: Mary Ann
Borer and Alex Trebek capture the moment toward the
end of her time on “Jeopardy!” She took home $88,500
after successfully making it
through four rounds.
NEXT PAGE, BOTTOM:
Mary Ann Borer receives
special on-air recognition
from “Jeopardy!” host Alex
Trebek, who often mimicked
back her many show poses.

August. Out of 3,000 applicants interviewed each year, Mary Ann
was one of the 40 who actually appeared on the show. “She had been
talking a lot about wanting to try out for it. So, seeing that she actually
qualified and was able to be on the show was very exciting for me but
also for her because she wanted it for so long,” says daughter Sarah
Borer, 16 years old.
“The audition was a lot of fun. I got to meet some of the contestant coordinators and play a couple of practice rounds of the game.
The contestant coordinators interviewed us all by asking us about
ourselves, and whether we had plans for our future winnings,” says
Mary Ann. Mary Ann explains that unlike most people, she was very
Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Entertainment
practical and decided to
invest her winnings. “I
work for a bank institution so it wouldn’t be
right for me just to go
crazy and spend it all. I
tell people to save their
money every day, so how
am I going to go against
my own advice?”
Hosted by Alex Trebek
since 1984, this popular American television
quiz show is known for
its question and answer format. The three
contestants are given
clues about different
categories to which they
must respond in a question format. “Jeopardy!” contestants prepare
for months before auditioning and even after being selected. They
figuratively hit the books hard to cram for the game. They also practice buzzer speed. However, Mary Ann explains that this was not the
case for her. “Unlike most contestants, I really didn’t do anything to
prepare. Maybe I should have!” she laughs. Mary Ann
explains that through her life’s library, being a member of her high school’s Latin team and her television
production courses at the University of La Verne, she
was prepped for her four-round streak. “I feel like my
preparation was a lifetime of reading whatever I could
get my hands on,” she says. “I never thought I would
actually win; that’s why I didn’t prepare. I wanted to be
in the show. I was going to be on the show. That was
enough. I only auditioned once. I was pretty lucky; I
understand that many people audition more than once.
I was absolutely thrilled to be selected. I just wanted
to try out for the experience, and I never dreamed I’d
actually be on the show, let alone win.”
What drives someone to figuratively stop watching
“Jeopardy!” from their living room couch and actually
take the risk of being on TV? “What really gave me the
edge here was my training at ULV. When you’re in a
production class, you must get used to the cameras on
you. If you can take that, you can take anything!”
For many contestants, their biggest obstacle is buzzer
timing. Knowing the correct answer is only half the
battle. The other half is hitting the buzzer at the right
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moment. Contestants can only hit the buzzer after Alex Trebek has
finished giving the clue, and the small white lights on the playing
board, out of view of the audience, flash on. If you “buzz” in before
the buzzer is activated, you are locked out for a quarter of a second.
Mary Ann says she was already a buzzer professional. As part of her
high school’s Latin team, she was accustomed to knowing exactly
when to hit the buzzer.
Austin Rogers, former “Jeopardy!” contestant, remembered for
winning during his 12-game streak, was Mary Ann’s inspiration for
her now famous “poses” she made at the end of each round. Mary
Ann made her mark on “Jeopardy!” after winning her first round with
an iconic peace sign
pose modeled after the
popular anime character Sailor Moon. Alex
Trebek immediately
copied her sign, asking,
“Mary Ann, what is that
about?” She answered,
“It’s from Sailor Moon.”
Alex responded, “Of
course, I knew that,” to
audience laughter. And
with that exchange, her
fame was born. “When
I won the first day, I was
thinking, Why don’t I do
something memorable,
because I know I won’t
win the second game.”
Little did Mary Ann know she would make it through four rounds.
On the second telecast, she flashed her peace sign. She continued the
famous poses with the three-finger salute from “The Hunger Games”
during the third round. On the fourth round, she saluted Alex with the
Vulcan salutation from “Star Trek,” which is usually used alongside

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Entertainment

the saying, “Live long and prosper.” On her last round, Mary Ann
formed a heart using both hands. “The only thing I really planned
out was the Sailor Moon pose because of the crazy chance I got to
come back for a second round,” Mary Ann says. With each hand
pose, Alex mimicked them back.
Sworn to secrecy about the games’ outcomes, Mary Ann had
to keep her winning ways to herself for about a month before the
episodes aired. The nondisclosure statement she signed said that she
would jeopardize her winnings if she talked.
he first game aired on Nov. 5, 2018, and was watched by
her children Sarah and Hunter with her former husband Eric
Borer in the Arts and Communications Building journalism newsroom. In the moment, Sarah was rooting for her mother
as if the game were live. “I knew she really wanted to do this for a
long time, and I knew she would do very well,” she says. “I had no
doubt she knew the answers,” says Eric Borer, manager of journalism operations, and adjunct professor in the ULV Communications
Department. When Mary Ann finally watched the episodes with her
children, she remarked, “Man, I can’t believe I missed that question.
I should’ve done better. My son Hunter then said, ‘Mom, you said
you would be happy just to be on!’”
One of the questions Mary Ann struggled with was about the
number of vertebrae in a specific region. It was the final “Jeopardy!”
question in her second game. “I used to work in medical records.
So, there is no reason I should’ve gotten that wrong, but I blanked on
it! Any other day of the week, I would’ve been able to answer that
question, but right there and then I was like, I don’t got it.”
A full week’s worth of shows are taped in one day. Three shows are
taped before lunch and the rest after lunch. “People talk about the

T

Are you a Jeopardy! champion? These
are questions Mary Ann Borer answered
correctly. Could you do the same?
1.Broadway.com said it best about this show:
“Tina Fey’s fetch movie is, like, now on Broadway.
2. As a noun, it started up in a 1980 computer
handbook.
3. His “Power of Positive Thinking” & “Positive
Living” helped this minister and author live to
the age of 95.
4. Someone angry about a past event might be
balancing a “chip” here.
5. A word for a type of rope gives us the name
of these rope-soled sandals.
6. Syria’s Biggest Neighbor.
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buzzer being what gets people, but I think that after being there for
a while or after the first two games, you start getting tired, and that’s
what gets you,” Mary Ann says.
A bad night’s sleep or bad news can truly affect a contestant’s
performance, especially while filming a week’s worth of shows. “You
don’t tape one show and then go home. People say, ‘Get some rest
before tomorrow!’ but that’s not how it works,” Mary Ann laughs.
March 6, 2019, the show’s host Alex Trebek announced he
suffered from stage 4 pancreatic cancer. Fans and contestants were
shocked. “It’s been tough even though none of us know Alex very
well. In fact, he’s not allowed to interact with the contestants a lot
because they don’t want people thinking we’re cheating,” Mary Ann
says. “But you know, I grew up with him, and it was like he’s a member of the family. He was in my house all the time on television. So,
it’s been very tough for me and also for the other contestants.” Mary
Ann says that a past contestant, who is a rabbi, held a healing service for Alex, and other former contestants made him artwork to let
him know they are thinking about him. “He’s been very important to
all of our lives.”
fter years of playing from home, Mary Ann summoned the
courage to get up and be part of the show that played a big
part of her life. Her advice to those who want to follow: “I
would say just try your best to find out how stuff works, pay attention
to current events, learn anything you can and just be curious about
stuff.” Mary Ann says the best thing you can do is simply sign up for
the test and let “Jeopardy!” decide. “Honestly, I never expected to
win. I thought I was just going to go and get my $1,000 coming in
third and just have a story to tell everybody,” Mary Ann says with a
winning smile on her face. ■
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7. Queen Victoria’s Scottish castle is the source
of the name of this laced shoe.
8. Born Stefani Germanotta, Lady Gaga is a
huge fan of this band and got her stage name
from their song “Radio Ga Ga.”
9. A.P. journalist Terry Anderson was freed in
1991 after 2,454 days as a hostage of Hezbollah
of this country.
10. Your face falls as it’s Seven-Card Stud, and
your straight just lost to a hand with three
queens and two jacks, called this.
Answer Key
1. Mean Girls			
2. Reboot			
3. (Norman Vincent) Peale
4. Their shoulder		
5. Espadrille			

6. Turkey
7. Balmoral
8. Queen
9. Lebanon
10. A full house

BY ERICA RAE SANCHEZ

PHOTOGRAPHY BY VERONYCA NORCIA
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ick Montanez and his photographer Troy
McLaurin wait in their brightly marked
NBC truck on Navarro Avenue for my
photographer Veronyca Norcia and me to join
them. We had made plans a few days earlier
to shadow them Nov. 2, 2019, on their daily
news journey. As we entered Pasadena on the
210 Freeway, we received a text that the two
news men were called to Hatteras Street and
Sepulveda Boulevard in Van Nuys for a breaking news shooting. My photographer and I
reset our Google maps to join them. Halfway
to Van Nuys, we received another text that
the story did not materialize, and they were
returning to Pasadena, but first they were
picking up dinner at a food truck. We turned
my gray Hyundai around and returned to
Pasadena. We were now sitting at the original
meeting location, waiting for Rick and Troy,
when we received an apologetic text from
Rick: They were now heading to the Santa
Anita Racetrack. The text included the words,
“Sorry, this is the life of a reporter.”
Our meeting up with Rick and Troy began
with our sitting in their truck waiting for the
11 p.m. news to start. The two were going to
go live at 11 p.m. with the “intro” and “outro”
on a horse that was euthanized during the
Breeders Cup races.
Rick was digging in his makeup bag minutes
before going live. “I don’t wear much and
don’t know how to apply it very well,” he
remarks. Still, the job demands he give it his
best effort. He dabs the concealer under his
eyes and puts powder foundation on as he
explains how the job is never stagnant. He
says he could be sitting and waiting for a story
to appear and, once it does, he is on his way
clear across Southern California to cover it.
This, he says, is why he loves his job, because
there is not a “typical” day as a reporter. He
jokes about how his day can be “mundane to
chaotic in a matter of seconds,” and that the
reporters are forever on stand-by. “The world
never stops so we can’t. The world is coming
to an end, let’s go,” he jokes.
Meet Rick Montanez, KNBC-4 reporter who
graduated from the University of La Verne
Communications Department as a broadcast major. Rick has just reached his fourth
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anniversary of working with KNBC, and he says that for the first two
job interviews. “I remember one of them was like, ‘You’re good, but
years he would be on his way to work in disbelief that he was on the
you don’t stand out to me as much. You’re solid, but there’s nothing
Channel 4 news. “It still felt surreal when I interviewed at Channel 4,
that separates you from anyone else,’” he recalls. For a while, Rick
like I am here on an actual job interview; they’re considering me to
was stumped by that comment because he was unsure how to put it
work here,” he says. “It’s fun. It’s challenging because we cover all of
into practice. This feedback led him to look for jobs outside of this
Southern California, and I think I probably have my toughest assignjob industry. He remembers calling Mike Laponis, University of La
ments here in LA, but I love it.”
Verne professor of communications to serve as a reference for public
relations related jobs. His former professor told him that he did not
ow Rick got to where he is today took hard work, perbelieve that was the right career move because of how well he did
sistence, determination and passion. At a young age, he
in broadcast journalism. Mike helped him with reference letters but
knew what he wanted to be when he grew up, and that
vision never altered even after many years. Rick’s story is not a typical encouraged him not to leave the industry that he said fit Rick so well.
Rick took the advice to heart and won a job at KNBC.
one. “As a kid, I always wanted to do this. Part of me on some level
was like, ‘I don’t know how I am ever going to do this; these people
he one memorable story that stays with him is the Thomas
are on TV; these are prestigious jobs. How could I achieve this?’”
wildfire that burned through Santa Paula, Ventura and Santa
Rick attended Bishop Amat Memorial High School in La Puente,
Barbara, starting on Dec. 4, 2017. “It was a really windy day,
California, where he discovered broadcast news. After attending his
like really, really windy, and I remember joking with my coworker
high school’s college fair, he knew the University of La Verne was the
saying, ‘I forgot to bring a jacket, that sucks,’ and when we were pullright college for him. The campus was small, which he found as an
ing up to this fire, it felt different. It looked different.”
advantage because he knew he would get the chance to be seen and
His reporting began and would stop 12 hours later. “About midheard within the classroom. “I feel like a lot of my colleagues now
night, we found out that the fire had already reached Ventura, and
are like, ‘I didn‘t know until later that I wanted to do this,’ but I am
they had initially said, ‘The fire is expected to get to Ventura by 1
like ‘no’; I was a kid, and I knew I wanted to do this, and I wrote for
a.m.’ And then, here we are, and the fire had gotten there earlier,” he
the paper at school and did all of
says. Rick and his camera person
this stuff to follow this path.”
knew that they were dealing with
He was quick to find a job after
a fire so unique and violent in its
graduation. He finished his Uninature that its coverage was going
versity of La Verne education in
to be significant.
December 2006, and by Jan. 15, he
Indeed, the fire was chaotic. It
was working as a television reporter
was burning at an exceptional rate,
with KIDK in Idaho Falls, Idaho. “I
and too many houses were being
was interning at Channel 7 here in
eaten by the fire’s rage. “By this
LA., and one of the other interns
point at night, they had called the
that I had made friends with had left
morning news reporters in early
a month or two before to go start
who usually start at 3 a.m., and all
a job at this station. She called me
of the reporters and photographers;
one day and was like, ‘We have an
everybody was at this fire. I had
started my shift at 3 p.m. and stayed
opening. I didn’t know about it until
on the air through the 4, 5, 6 a.m.
yesterday, and my boss said that he
news. The crew was constantly folwas close to hiring someone, but I
lowing this fire, and they had stumtold him, ‘No, I have a friend that
‘I do not know if this career is long-term, bled upon a street that was burnyou need to look at,’ and this is
ing.” The street was up in flames,
back when we were still doing stuff
but it is definitely where I fit
and an important rule in journalism
on tape,” says Rick. He immediately
in this world right now.’
is to always be safe and make that
went to FedEx to ship his broada priority before anything else. “At
cast reel tapes overnight. The next
—Rick Montanez, KNBC reporter
one point, I was standing in front of
day, he got the job. “I grew to like
this huge apartment complex that
Idaho, and then I fell in love with
burnt down, and while we were on air, the front part of the building
the place. It was a culture shock, living in LA., and then I moved to
the middle of nowhere. When you think about the size of Los Angeles had collapsed. It was just so bizarre to see all of this stuff. It just didn’t
stop.” The most difficult challenge about reporting fire stories is that
itself and then compare it to the entire state of Idaho, it was hard to
one has to understand that the houses burning are homes. “People
get used to, but then I did enjoy it after a while.”
lthough Rick has never been fired or let go, there were times
have lived their lives there, and in one second they are completely
where he had to knock down important barriers to get where gone. It is about dealing with those emotions and knowing what to do
he is today. “There have been opportunities where I thought,
with them,” he says.
‘Oh, If I can get this job and make this move to this city; that’ll be
ith every job there come duties that are not always outamazing, perfect and wonderful. And those moves were right about
lined in the job description. The emotional connection
to happen, but then they didn’t; this is where I take that as a setback
to the stories and the sources are what caught Rick by
because I couldn’t get the job.”
surprise. “There have been a lot of stories that have a really strong
While enjoying his KIDK CBS affiliation experience, Rick longed
impact on me emotionally or have been life changing moments.” He
to return closer home to be with his family. He had left Los Angeles
momentarily struggles to put his thoughts together because he is lost
to work in Idaho, Colorado, Sacramento and Fresno, so his time
in the question, remembering especially traumatic moments. Emotion
away from home had been well served but he desired to be home
washes over him as he collects his thoughts. Rick is sent to cover the
in LA. The search took a couple years. He went on many LA area
stories that have a huge emotional impact on the community. He
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PAGE 12: Rick Montanez,
KNBC-4 reporter, goes on-air
live from the Santa Anita
Race Track, following the
revelation of another horse
being euthanized.
PAGE 13: The microphone
used in the broadcast is
ready for photographer Troy
McLaurin to pack up.
ABOVE: Photographer Troy
Mclaurin takes down the set
within minutes of the live
broadcast’s end from
Santa Anita Park.
OPPOSITE PAGE, CENTER:
Bathed in bright television
lights and standing by
his KNBC truck with its
mobile studio capability,
Rick Montanez shows
composure while delivering a
live broadcast.
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP:
Rick Montanez says he is
comfortable speaking in
front of the camera, but
that it is something he
had to work toward.

has covered the
San Bernardino
terrorist threat, the
theater shooting in Colorado
and many other
painstaking human
events. Rick says
that he warns his
interns that the job
will get heavy, and
the reporter has
to be prepared for
those days.
The Colorado
Aurora theater
shooting was the
first national tragedy that Rick reported. “I wake up
and the first thing
in the morning I
get a call from my
boss who says,
‘We are putting
you on a plane
to Colorado,’ and
in my head I am
thinking ‘Damn,
another mass shooting; this is crazy.’” When he arrived,
he saw that people had stuck around the theater because
they were checking up on their friends and family. “It was
so chaotic; they didn’t know what was going on still,”
says Rick. One of his best friends told him his younger
brother had a friend who had been killed in the theater,
which caused the story to be somewhat personal. “When
I came home from that assignment, I was upset for a couple of days. I couldn’t understand what was going on at
first, but then I realized that I was processing the trauma
that I experienced; it obviously wasn’t as traumatizing as
the people who were in that event, but being around it
takes time to process too,” says Rick.
nother story that brought immediate tears to his
eyes was a story about a Pasadena boy in who
went missing. “I was assigned to the story every
so often in the time that he was gone. I met his family
and had personal contact with relatives,” says Rick. “The
story ended up being that the dad killed him and took his
body up to Santa Barbara County.” The aunt had called
Rick in hysterics to tell him personally that the body was
found, and the father had killed him. “I get off of the
phone, and I just broke down in tears because I had been
covering it.” He pauses as tears start to form in his eyes,
and his voice gets a bit shaky. He composes himself and
continues, “So, you get attached to a lot of them.” He
explains that not all stories have a profound emotional
effect on the reporter, but it does happen. “Every so often
there are the stories that really stick with you, and that I
wasn’t prepared for, but it is also a part of the job that I
do appreciate,” says Rick.
He strives to remain relatable to the public. “When
I write my stories or am on breaking news, and I am
explaining it, I always think, ‘OK, someone is turning on
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their TV. They want to know what is happening, so as best
as I can, being myself, let me just explain in a way that
is understandable and relatable. I am not trying to sound
super smart, I am not an expert on most things, but I try
to explain to you the best way that I understand what is
happening.’” Opening a comfortable line of communication is important when interviewing people who have just
experienced a tragic event. Rick says he does not want
to make his audience feel as if he were feeding them the
news; he wants to relay current events in a way that feels
like a natural conversation because that is the best way
for people to understand what is happening in the world.
alking into someone’s life when they have
just experienced a tragedy is not easy and
not for everyone. Rick is hyper aware of the
“badge” he puts on in the morning. He has empathy for
those who do not wish to share with him at a time when
their lives have been greatly affected. “There are times
when it is tough, and I don’t want to talk to someone
about their personal tragedy, or you feel bad that you
have to walk into their lives at the worst moment,” says
Rick. His voice changes to his reporter’s voice as he
mocks the way that at times of crisis in people’s lives he
has to go in and say, “Hi, I am the news. Let me put you
on TV.” He says the heaviness of this type of reporting
comes with taking care of yourself after the lights and the
camera are turned off. One way, he says, is to return from
a tragedy and to release those emotions by being able to
talk about the emotional stress with coworkers. His other
coping mechanism is shutting out the world. “There are
times where you need to turn off your phone, your television, not read any headlines and just breathe,” he says.
To be successful in this industry is quite difficult because it is so competitive. Rick shares some advice: “You
have to bring a certain energy and personality to your onair persona, to your stories, your writing.” The feedback
that he constantly
hears is that he comes
off as very comfortable on the screen,
but this was something that he had to
work toward.
Rick quietly admits
that on his days off he
does not usually want
to talk to strangers.
He reflects how he
has seen himself
become less sociable.
He quickly remarks
that this does not
mean that he does
not like meeting new
people. “You go into
the most random
neighborhoods from
all walks of life, and
you meet some really
great people, and you
can tell that they’re
caring and humane. I
think that is why I like
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the job so much, and it does come from always having been
talkative and wanting to meet new people.”
And while this job industry can be straining and difficult to
manage, Rick says he is able to maintain his work life, family
life and his alone time very well. He is the father of two young
girls, and he says he receives much help from the community
around him. His family, he notes, is understanding about the
demand that comes from working for a news outlet. Having
this support makes his life a bit less stressful. “The cool thing
that I like about KNBC-4 is that my bosses understand family
life, and when I need time off for my family because something
comes up, they allow for that.”
With everything that KNBC-4 covers—wildfires, rainstorms,
earthquakes and other tragedies— the job can become hectic,
but the news outlet consistently tells it reporters to make sure
that their family is safe first and foremost, and then to come
into work, he explains with gratitude toward his employer. Rick
notes how self-care is one of his major priorities. “You have
to have a work life balance to stay sane because we do see so
much. You need to be able to decompress and to be able to
have time for yourself, have a personal life, have fun, laugh
and do all that other stuff.” He understands that taking time for
yourself is necessary to remain life balanced.
is five tips for success are hard work, networking,
preparedness, integrity and having fun. “Nothing is
going to fall in your lap; you will get opportunities,
but you have to work for them. You have to work to create
those doors that will open for you. You can work as hard as
you want, and you can have as many friends as you want, but
if you’re not prepared for whatever job it is that you are doing,
you are not going to do well.” He has seen many people fall
down because they are not prepared, or they are doing it for
the wrong reasons. He says integrity is key in life but especially
in journalism because people allow you into their lives with very personal stories, and, as a reporter, your intentions need to be pure. “If
you don’t have integrity, you’re not going to do well,” he says. Having
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fun is an essential part of life because, “If you’re all work and no play,
it will get boring.”
The reporter life may not be for everyone. But Rick and Troy have
found a working bond. Their workplace chemistry is inviting, informal
and casual. My photographer and I felt welcomed and invited into their broadcast world.
Troy explains that he has worked with
Rick since he started at KNBC. The two tease
one another as they recall stories they have
covered together. Perhaps this is how one
survives in the tense, demanding and ever
changing news environment.
“It’s really cool to be like, ‘I have achieved
this goal that I have had for a long, long, long
time,’” says Rick. “But sometimes it does feels
weird because it was such a big dream for so
long, and then when it becomes real, it is like,
‘Wow, this is happening.’ I do not know if this
career is long-term, but it is definitely where I
fit in this world right now.”
As soon as Rick signs off from his live
broadcast, Troy turns off of the camera, rolls
up the cords and otherwise begins to pack up.
All this excitement of chasing stories down
the freeways road resulted in Rick going live
on KNBC for a minute and a half. Rick and
Troy laugh as they finish packing up. Then
they a breathe a quiet sigh of relief. Their
work assignment is over for the night. ■
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ABOVE: The Ravelers bring
their A-game to The Shoppes
in Chino Hills during a
weekend concert and give
passing patrons a reason to
stop and dance.
Together since November
1987, The Ravelers perform
fun rock and roll for
nightclubs, schools, special
events, city concerts and
private parties.
RIGHT: Vocalist and frontman Hai Muradian knows
how to playfully captivate his
audience. Hai is an ecclectic
musician who regularly
performs on his
flute, saxophone
and harmonica.

DESIGN BY NATALIE SIRNA

laremont summer concert coordinator and local
photographer Sonja Stump remembers fondly the
evening of her favorite band’s 25th anniversary
show at the Candlelight Pavilion seven years ago. Her
favorite songs like, “I Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You,”
sung by familiar voices, brought joy to the room. Over
the years, Sonja has hired this band to perform at birthdays, weddings and graduation parties. She knew that her
friends’ performances always guaranteed a good time.
Nevertheless, it was not until she heard the sound of their
Monkees cover song rouse the room that her night truly
came alive. The normally calm and composed Sonja
jumped to her feet. “I didn’t care what anyone thought—I
had to get up and dance!” She made her way toward the
music without a second thought. The band members’
highly respectable level of musicianship, coupled with
their absolute love for performing, propels people like
Sonja to gravitate toward their magnetic stage energy.
Gripping vocals, nostalgic ‘80s guitar riffs, and eccentric matching t-shirts are the trademarks of none other
than one of Southern California’s favorite rock bands,
The Ravelers. This rock and roll quartet consists of Hai
Muradian (vocals, saxophone, flute, harmonica), Pat
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Naish, (vocals, guitar), Martie Echito (keyboard, vocals,
key bass), and Rob Haerr (drums). Together, these lifelong
friends have established a successful music career deeply
rooted in trust, dedication and, of course, the love of
rock and roll.
Emulating the sound and aesthetic of their biggest
influence, The Beatles, The Ravelers stand on the shoulders of giants as they pay homage to the legacy of classic
rock legends, all while introducing their audience to
their own unique sound and original music. November
2019 marked the Raveler’s 32 year anniversary, and the
musicians certainly come a long way since their first gig
in 1987. “It was in a club in San Juan Capistrano,” Hai,
their frontman, reminisces. “We had only enough songs
to play about three sets and needed to play four, so we
repeated the first set. You don’t want to do that. We could
only hope that the people who were there were either
drunk or didn’t remember...we’ve come a long way,” he
says with his typical sardonic humor. Three decades later,
Hai can genuinely laugh as he remembers what those
early days were like. Since then, The Ravelers have performed at countless events, weddings and local venues
across Southern California. In fact, says Hai, joking again,

“Many couples who had The Ravelers perform at their wedding have
since divorced.” Hai runs with that one, saying that it’s a “curse” to
have them play at your wedding. Try the question again, and guitarist
Pat Naish shows his satirical side too. “We take it as a challenge to
see how many couples we can break up.”
The Ravelers stay true to their Claremont roots, and they are no
strangers to the community as they have
played everything from charity events at the
Doubletree Hotel to dinner shows at the
Candlelight Pavilion. If you’ve spent time
in the Claremont area, you are bound to
see the Ravelers drawing in a crowd with
their beloved classic rock covers. Hai says,
“[The Ravelers] are almost like Claremont’s
house band. We’ve played 4th of July
fireworks shows, Monday night summer
concerts; we get to be in Claremont so
much and play. I was made an honorary
citizen of Claremont. It was really fun; the
mayor came up during a 4th of July concert
and gave me a wooden key to the city. That
meant so much because of all the time I’ve
spent here in Claremont.”
But make no mistake, Hai is not one
to brag. The zany, charismatic frontman
deflects any praise, once again letting it
bead off him in self-deprecating humor,
saying, “We never practice.” Those who
know Hai are familiar with his propensity to use sarcasm and banter rather than
inflate his ego. His tendency to downplay
success attests to the overall easygoing
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nature of the Ravelers. And for the record, they do practice, they are
prolific composers of their own songs, and they take great pride in
their musical artistry.
The Ravelers influence spreads beyond just Claremont. At the
University of La Verne, Michael Ryan, music instructor, known for his
distinguished acoustic guitar performances with his own band, “Michael Ryan and Friends,” considers himself an “unofficial Raveler.”
Hai occasionally visits Michael’s students, teaching them the “do’s
and don’ts” of songwriting. He acts as a guest speaker in Michael’s
songwriting class and gives constructive comments on their song
projects. What advice would he offer to Michael’s students who want
to start their own band? Hai gladly offers his wisdom: “You have to
come up with a good name, you have to like the same music styles,
find people you get along with,” adding, “I always thought I would
be a good mentor to young bands, to go into their rehearsal rooms
and listen to what they’re doing, how they’re doing it, and give them
advice. I thought that would be a fun thing to do.”
Every Thursday night, Michael and Hai play original songs for the
dinner crowd at Walter’s Restaurant in Claremont. Here, you can see
Hai showcase his saxophone, flute and harmonica skills, much to
the enjoyment of the crowd. And if you ask, he may just compose an
on-the-spot original song for you full of his typical punchy humor. A
few personal facts, coupled with some simple chords, is all he needs
to put together a laugher-provoking, albeit somewhat embarrassing
rhyme all about you that your friends will no doubt never forget.
That’s Hai’s forte. He is not the only Raveler, however, who composes original songs. Martie has been songwriting since he was 12
years old and, like the other members, considers himself a lifelong
musician. More reserved than frontman Hai, Martie expresses his
softer and deeply creative character through his own personal songs.
Martie wrote and recorded a demo of Frankie Valli’s “Can’t Take My
Eyes Off of You,” which appeared on one of Michael Ryan’s CDs
and has been covered numerous times
by Michael, with Martie and Hai singing
back-up. He often dedicates this touching
fan-favorite to his wife. Michael, who has
worked closely with Martie and recorded
five of his CDs at his studio, can certainly
attest to the keyboard artist’s ability as a
musician. “He’s a great sound engineer and
fantastic musician and singer. I can always
count on his excellent musicianship.”
Instilling a sense of community in the
crowd by creating a fun and exciting environment is what the Ravelers do best. Onstage jokes and sarcastic banter exemplify
their laid-back nature, and show how the
Ravelers are not ones to take life too seriously. “We have a great time just enjoying
the moment,” says Pat. “Everyone always
says, ‘You guys look like you’re having a
great time up there.’” Although Pat and Rob
tend to be the quietest of the bunch, their
joyful on-stage presence and infectious
showmanship demonstrate they are truly
just kids at heart doing what they love.
“For me, it’s like boys night out; it’s a nice
escape,” says Rob. But their performances

ABOVE: Ravelers keyboardist
and background vocalist
Martie Echito effortlessly
glides his hands across his
keyboard playing familiar
classic rock chords. Apart
from being a Raveler, Martie
has established himself as
a successful solo artist, and
has composed many
original songs.
BELOW: Guitarist and background vocalist Pat Naish
delivers classic rock songs
with the same gusto as the
original recordings. Pat never
fails to put his heart and soul
into his live performances.
NEXT PAGE: Drummer Rob
Haerr, in typical Raveler
fashion, keeps things lighthearted during the set as
he flashes a soft smile while
driving a powerful Raveler’s
beat. Rob is a Raveler
through-and-through and
says he would do anything
for his bandmates whom
he calls “brothers.”

are just as much an
escape for their fans
as they are for them.
It is one thing to hear
your favorite old
Beatles song on the
radio, but an entirely
different experience
to witness live playing. Hearing each
individual instrument
blend harmoniously into the another
creates a cohesive
sound that is a special experience for
Raveler’s fans.
Putting on a memorable show is easy
when you have your
best friends playing
by your side. The
relationship among
members is one of
respect and admiration, light-hearted
humor and jabs aside. Sometimes, it is like a family jibe
session with an audience watching. Altogether these musicians exhibit a closeness that can only come with a 30year bond. Hai— and this time he is serious—notes how
the friendship dynamic has changed over the decades.
“I think it’s grown in a really positive way; the bond that
you get playing music with somebody for that long—we
are actually like brothers. We bicker once in awhile, we
love each other, we get along great, but most importantly
we love playing music together.” Times have changed,
but the beauty of playing music together is that it forms
lasting connections, and The Ravelers certainly embody
the spirit of this through their friendship. The love of playing music is at the root of The Ravelers’ success as well
as what ultimately brings them together. “All of us have
a desire to perform,” says Hai, and it is this desire that
has kept The Ravelers alive throughout the generations.
“We’ve been doing this so long that when we first started
playing, ‘50s and ‘60s music were oldies; now ‘80s music
is considered “oldies.”
Like any good friendship, the Ravelers can depend on
each other confidently, on or off stage. Pat notes, “[The
Ravelers] are usually pretty tight, and that comes with
time.” Bouncing off his comment, Hai adds how it’s “almost weird if someone makes a mistake.” Their chemistry
is inherent in how they execute even the more difficult
songs with professional ease. Their covers have included
everything from the Beatles, to Led Zeppelin, to the Cars.
They skillfully integrate their own unique flare while still
preserving the spirit of the original. It is a seemingly difficult feat that the Ravelers accomplish effortlessly.
Off stage, the Ravelers exhibit the same dependability
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and comradery. For drummer Rob Haerr, being able to
rely on his friends has impacted his life for the better.
“There have been ups and downs in my personal life,
and these guys have kept my head above the water. We
think of each other as brothers, and I wouldn’t have it any
other way.” Being able to rely on the bond built through
a shared love of music truly attests to the strength of their
friendship, as well as to the power that music possesses.
Each Raveler is united by his whole-hearted love for
playing music; it has gifted him with friendship, decades
of memories, and a platform to bring a community
together. They return the favor by giving the audience the
opportunity to dance, sing, be joyful with one another,
and, perhaps, return to a simpler time in their lives as
they experience the nostalgia of hearing their favorite
songs. “For me,” says Pat, “I still get excited about playing
with my buddies, getting paid for something I love to do.”
Take it from the Ravelers, and do what you love. For
them, it has brought not only success but deep personal
fulfillment. For Hai, music is what drove him to persevere. “Playing a gig is so fun; this is what I live for. If it
weren’t for music, I would be like a shell, with relatively
nothing to look forward to. Let me tell you if I ever can’t
play, it’ll be a real drag . . . I’ll turn into a real jerk.”
Luckily for their fans, the Ravelers do not plan on
retiring anytime soon, even though some have hit 70. For
these guys, the purpose they derive from performing is
much too important to give up. Together the Ravelers cultivated decades of musical success and have entertained
three generations of fans. They have stood the test of time,
both in popularity as well as remaining friends, and anyone who witnesses one of their electric performances will
be in for a memorable night filled with new, yet nostalgic
renditions of their favorite rock and roll anthems. ■
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A 1917 mock marriage consummated a city name change—
the vows renewed 100 years later
BY CHRISTIAN SHEPHERD
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Legacies are a tricky thing. If you are Martin Luther King or Nikola Tesla,
you can rest easy knowing that your name will carry on in the history books
forever. If you are Isaac Lord, however, you probably will not be able to rest
as easily as those other guys—especially when the residents of the city you
founded in the 19th century vote to remove your name from the city.
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And then to rub it in your face, they throw an entire
wedding to commemorate the event. You might even turn
in your grave when, 100 years later, the mayor of that city
officiates a re-enactment of the celebration to an excited
audience. Again, legacies are a tricky thing, and to understand the legacy of Lordsburg/La Verne, you have to start
at the beginning.
The Birth of Lordsburg
Isaac Lord, a runaway who had been part of the first
group of people to drive cattle from the East Coast to
California, would become one of the earliest developers
and first secretary of the city of Los Angeles. Using his influence, Lord eventually convinced the Santa Fe Railroad
to build a station between the cities of San Dimas and
Pomona, an area where he owned a substantial amount
of property. On May 25, 1887, Lord then endeavored
to push the sale of the property surrounding that station
to people who lived in already well-established and
developed cities. He arranged for brass bands to perform
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up and down the streets and avenues of Los Angeles and
San Bernardino, inviting people for a free ride to the new
town of Lordsburg.
According to the city of La Verne, the purchase, at
the time, was the largest land sale that had ever been
recorded in Southern California. More than 2,500 people
accepted Lord’s invitation, purchasing around $200,000
worth of land lots. When adjusted for inflation, that is
more than $5.4 million in today’s currency.
“Building began immediately. The most notable building was a large hotel with more than 60 rooms. Lord and
others had invested some $70,000 or more in it. Water
mains were put in, a post office opened, a newspaper
published and stores opened, all within four months,”
says the city of La Verne’s website.
“This Town Needs A New Name”
While the rest of the nation’s press was running their
inkwells dry on news about German retreats on the battlefield and the 1917 world-wide war that was consuming

TOP LEFT: Letha Ressler,
(Miss Lordsburg), mockingly
shushes the crowd with Al
Eisenwinter (best man) when
Mayor Don Kendrick, (justice
of the peace) says, “Now it is
time to give away the bride
so fine, even though she’s....”
The lighthearted 100-year
wedding reenactment took
place in La Verne’s Mainiero
Square, Aug. 19, 2017.
ABOVE: The name Lordsburg,
once derided, is now a source
of historic pride, appearing in
Old Town La Verne signage,
(top) on an alleyway and
(bottom) on the Lordsburg
Tap House and Grill.
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Europe, the weekly Lordsburg-La Verne Leader was focusing on a
different story about a public sentiment that had been growing in popularity: the changing of the town’s name from Lordsburg to La Verne.
The name change was first prompted publically by Will Green,
the new editor for the Leader. On Dec. 5, 1912 — Will’s first week
on the job — he published an article titled, “THIS TOWN NEEDS A
NEW NAME.” “Some names are so unfortunately chosen as to excite
ridicule,” Green wrote in the article about Lordsburg. “There is in this
county a town whose name has been the butt of ridicule since it was
founded. Passengers going through it give a smile of derision when
they hear the name called or see it on the station house.”
Bill Lemon is the vice president of the Historical Society of La Verne.
He wears a red plaid shirt tucked into a pair of light denim jeans.
He is an older man, but not so old that he cannot carry with him a
backpack packed tightly enough to assume he is going on a year-long
backpacking tour through South America. Tucked into that backpack is
a historian’s dozen of photocopied Lordsburg-LaVerne Leader newspapers, books and a laptop. He says this is his only set, the others are
entrusted to other members of the La Verne Historical Society.
After showing the contents of his hard copies, he excitedly opens
up the laptop. It looks to be more than a few years old. Despite the
years of use it has gotten, Bill takes his two index fingers and pokes
around slowly at the keyboard, looking intently for historical photos.
Every image, newspaper clipping, and chapter in the books has an
accompanying story from Bill, and it becomes abundantly clear that
the history stored on the pages of the archives he brought with him are
nothing compared to the history stored in his head.
He begins talking about the name change, and why many people
were so interested in the change to begin with. “People misunderstood
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why the original town was called Lordsburg. A sports team would
go to another town and, a lot of time, people thought the town was
named Lordsburg for religious reasons, and that [the residents] considered themselves ‘holier than thou.’ That was part of the reason — that
confusion.” But that also was not the only reason. The orange groves
that have become synonymous with certain parts of the Inland Empire
played a big role in the community’s desire for a name change as well.
“Most of the citrus groves were in the outlying areas of the city. There
was the feeling that the name of La Verne was more recognizable
commercially than Lordsburg was.”
Between the time Lord had founded Lordsburg and Green published the article, Lord had been spending increasingly less time in his
namesake city. On Jan. 30, 1913, Isaac paid a visit to the Lordsburg-La
Verne Leader and to discuss an article Green wrote. Will Green, a
thorough journalist, on Jan. 30, 1913, wrote about the visit in a follow-up article titled, “I.W. LORD VISITS THE TOWN HE FOUNDED.”
“I.W. Lord of Los Angeles, founder of Lordsburg and still the owner of
the large property interests here, was in the city Wednesday and made
the Leader a call,” Green wrote. “Mr. Lord said he had not known
there was a newspaper here until someone sent him the other day a
clipping in reference to the proposed change of name. He at once
decided it was time for him to get in closer touch with his namesake.”
Green then gave a brief overview of Lord’s contributions to the
town, followed by some of his less savory business ventures. “Then he
and some other parties built a hotel, the building now occupied by
Lordsburg College. In this, Mr. Lord personally invested $88,000. The
structure was never used for a hotel and for a long time it was a problem to know what to do with it. Finally, it was sold, with two blocks of
land, to the Church of the Brethren for $12,000.”

Later, when members of the community would endeavor to change the town’s name away from Lordsburg, Lord
was quick to shut the efforts down with a court order. As
long as Isaac Lord was alive, the town he founded would
remain known as Lordsburg.
Lord Dies, Lordsburg Marries
Lord’s death was recognized by the Leader on March
22, 1917. “After a lingering illness, Isaac W. Lord, founder
of the City of Lordsburg, a California pioneer who had
much to do with the early development of Los Angeles
and other sections of the Southern part of the State, died
Friday morning, aged nearly 81 years, at his residence,
340 Occidental Boulevard, Los Angeles,” the article reads.
Just three months later, on June 7, 1917, the Leader published an article that informed its readers that the debate
surrounding the name change was postponed until June
21 to avoid conflict with a local high school commencement. “Prominent men in the community have agreed to
take part in the discussion.”
High above stories pertaining to the drafts of World War
I, and how local men were attempting to petition their
selection, the Leader continued to publish name change
stories on the front pages of its weekly editions. On June
14, 1917, Green published another story, “SHALL IT BE
LORDSBURG OR LA VERNE?”
One month later, on July 5, 1917, the Leader published the following notice: “All who desire to vote at the
coming election August 14th on the change of name of
the city of La Verne must be correctly registered no later
than Saturday, July 14th, as registration must close 30 days
before election.” This notice ran again on July 12, 1917.
On Aug. 9, 1917, the Leader continued its coverage
with a similar headline, “SHALL THE NAME OF LORDSBURG BE CHANGED TO LA VERNE?” The article called
the pending vote “the most important election perhaps
ever held in the city of Lordsburg.” It also reported that
the opposition to the name
change had probably been quiet
because the original petition
was signed by 347 people in a
time when U.S. Census Data
reported the total population
of Lordsburg to be less than a
thousand. The Leader also found
it important to note that there
was “little excitement during the
campaign.”
“The issue is clear and direct,”
the Leader reads. “It is difficult
to see how the most blundering
person can make a mistake in
voting.” In the same article was
published what Green considered — presumably facetiously
— to be a threat to the name
change. “One logical argument
against the proposition that
has come to our attention is

that given by a woman who says she just hates the town
and is opposed to its having a nicer name because it just
doesn’t deserve it. If enough people feel that way about
it, the ship is lost.” As history would have it, the following
month, on Aug. 16, 1917, the town voted 239 to 81 in
favor of changing the name of Lordsburg to La Verne. The
following week, the Leader wrote, “To all intents and purposes, the City of Lordsburg became the City of La Verne
on Thursday, August 16th, at 8:48 p.m.”
In the same year as its founder’s death, the city of La
Verne celebrated the end of the Lordsburg name with a
symbolic wedding attended by 350 residents, where Miss
Lordsburg was married to Mr. La Verne. “LORDSBURG
PASSES INTO MEMORY,” the Leader wrote.
A Renewal of Vows
While the legacy of Isaac Lord may have been lost, the
legacy of La Verne is being carefully tended by those who
love the community. La Verne is now a bustling city, more
so than Isaac Lord could have ever imagined. It has more
than 32,000 people. The hotel built by Lord that did not
host a single guest was razed in spring 1928, and was
nevertheless the foundation for the University of La Verne,
which today has more than 8,000 students across all its
campuses and 74,000 alumni worldwide.
On the 100 year anniversary of the symbolic wedding,
the La Verne community re-enacted the event. Donned in
1917 era attire, Mayor Don Kendrick officiated the faux
wedding near the University for the entire city to see.
During the re-enactment, Bill Lemon was the one responsible for giving away the unmarried Miss Lordsburg.
“The re-enactment that we did — the 100 year anniversary — we wanted to call attention to [the original
wedding], especially to those who were not familiar
with it,” Bill says, excitedly. “We wanted it to be a living
history for the residents of La Verne. I think it lived up to
that goal.” ■
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AT LEFT: Resplendent in their
wedding outfits, Letha and
Willard Ressler served as Miss
Lordsburg and Mr. La Verne
for the 2017 mock wedding
re-enactment.
BELOW: The Resslers, newly
joined as Mr. and Mrs. La
Verne, march out of the 2017
ceremony, to the piano chords
of “There’ll Be a Hot Time in
the Old Town Tonight.” Bill
Lemon, the bride’s escort and
vice president of the Historical
Society of La Verne, which
presented the re-enactment,
says the LVTV telecast is
available on the Historical
Society’s web site. “People
can watch it and see what
[the wedding] was like, even
if it was a bit more dramatic
than the original.” On Sept.
27, 1917, a “comb” orchestra
played, “There’ll Be a Hot Time
in the Old Town Tonight” as
local barber Oscar W. Raley,
dressed as a bride and holding
a bouquet of orange blossoms, was joined with groom
W. S. Romick in the College
auditorium. Hervey Nichols
presided over the marriage
and placed a yoke over the
couple. The seven flower
“girls” each recited a poem.

Richard Gelm, ULV Professor of Political Science
“It’s interesting that I teach political science, and I know far
more about what’s going on in the national government than the
city government. Public transportation is the future of climate
change. I’ve done a lot of traveling throughout the world, and
every major city has public transportation that is just spectacular.
It is one of the things that we have to do. I’m not opposed to the
Goldline train so long as they can reasonably manage the traffic.
It’s not ideal from a homeowner’s perspective, but then again life
goes on, and the reality is that it’s a need. I don’t think it would
be right to fight it. It’s perfect for the University, it’s perfect for the
Fair, and the location sounds great.”
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All Aboard the Goldline
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Cindy Lien, Sol Flower Boba
Shop Manager, La Verne
“This new form of transportation will make La Verne more accessible. It’s great that we will be a stop because people will realize who
we are, and what is available in our town and bring us more business.
Since we’ve opened, we have needed to improve on what people
want in teas and flavors, and it’s an everyday challenge we face dayby-day such as adding Thai tea and just listening to people’s feedback. I agree with some community
members that maybe the noise of the
train will cause a little disruption, but
I still believe the good outweighs the
negative.
“I think it is all based on the people and how you handle the situation
if crime comes into play with new
people coming into town. It is all determined by how we as a community
deal with it. There’s always a way we
can work together.”

Never ending construction signs, orange cones and concrete trucks. This is all part of a day’s
drive down busy Arrow Highway, a street once separated from the railroad tracks by rows of rich
evergreen trees. Now, new tracks are slated to be laid for the Foothill Goldline, which will extend
into La Verne. The original Goldline was built in 1999 to connect the Foothill cities. It now ends
at the Azusa station. Currently, funding is in place to extend the line 12.3 miles through Glendora, San Dimas, La Verne, Pomona, Claremont and Montclair. When the train comes to town, it
will undoubtedly change the city of La Verne. La Verne Magazine asked select community mem-

Devorah Lieberman, President of the University of La Verne
“The Foothill Goldline’s extension to La Verne represents a valuable
transportation and economic resource for students and staff at the
University of La Verne and
our surrounding community.
Southern California needs
more public transportation,
and the Goldline extension
with a station stop in La Verne
will make it much easier for
everyone to get here from
across the region. Infrastructure improvements around
the La Verne Goldline station
will also help to beautify the
area, reduce car traffic, and
create a safe and inviting
pathway from the station to
downtown and the University
of La Verne.”
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Eli Failti, ULV Sophomore Business Major
“I know the Goldline is going to be beneficial with the plans to
extend the track to La Verne in 2026. For commuters like myself,
it’s going to help with not
wasting as much money as
I would with ride-sharing
apps. The Goldline is a
beneficial and cheap form
of transportation, especially while I am saving
money for a car. I currently
take the Metrolink to Los
Angeles all the time, and
I find the trains to be way
more comfortable than a
car. I presently commute
from my home in Duarte to
the University of La Verne
through carpool with friends
and countless Ubers.”
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bers how they think the Goldline will affect La Verne.

Kayla Rubio, Junior Kinesiology
Major, ULV
“This new Goldline extension, in
my opinion, is going to cause more
Photo by Nathan Hua
traffic and affect La Verne students
greatly. We already have huge problems finding parking spaces at 8
in the morning. Now, this extra drag in traffic isn’t going to help us
at all. I do recognize that it can help the community in urbanizing
and assist commuting students at school, but I believe that the other
transportation available, such as the Metro bus and train, should be
used more often than they are. The school has so many opportunities
students don’t even know about, and I would love to not be stuck
in traffic even more than the almost hour commute I make everyday
because of the horrible traffic on the freeway.”
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Which side of the tracks are you on?

Brooke Grasso, ULV Admission Counselor
“I’m excited for the Goldline to come to La Verne for how
convenient it will be to go out and explore without having to
worry about traffic, but I definitely recognize the sound issues
that come along with it. I live so close to the Montclair Metrolink
station, that my bedroom
window literally looks
over the tracks. Just last
night I finally started to
fall asleep, but the train
started to go by, and the
rumbling woke me up. It
goes by as late as 11 p.m.
and wakes me up around
5 a.m. every morning.
About every five minutes, someone comes
over the loud speaker to
make announcements,
and I have memorized the
sound of his voice; I can
hear it from almost anywhere in my apartment. I
moved there to purposely be close to the train when I needed to
commute to LA, but now that I am working at La Verne, the train is
more of a pain to be living by. There are also always at least a few
people sleeping at the station, no matter the time of day or night.
I don’t mind them always
there, but I do make sure
I close my windows since
I am so close we could
make eye contact while I
am sitting in bed. Having
said all this, even though
there are a few downsides
to the Goldline coming to
La Verne, I think that there
are more benefits. Everyone always complains that
there is nothing to do in
La Verne, so now they can
hop on the train and be
just about anywhere.” ■
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o you remember running after the ice cream truck as a child? Great
ice cream was worth chasing. Two men who are icing out the competition for premium ice cream worth pursuing are Sam Howland and
Bryan Marasco of Scoops on Tap, a memorable ice cream infused with flavors from local breweries. Although Sam and Bryan are true experts at the
scooping game, they are fairly recent in this venture. But their partnership
was bonded when they met in first grade and quickly became good friends.
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They grew up in Claremont and went through the
school system together. Both men attended California
State Polytechnic University, Pomona. Sam graduated in
2015 with his degree in hospitality, and Bryan earned his
degree in business administration in 2016. “Scoops on
Tap was born from the love that Bryan and I have always
had for cooking together,” says Sam. “Making ice cream
was a passion of mine and because Bryan and I were
always hanging out, it became a passion of Bryan’s.”
Sam reminisces on the first Scoops on Tap ice cream
that was ever made. While attending college, Sam interned at Upland’s Last
Name Brewing, formerly
Dale Bros Brewery; he
had been making ice
cream as a side hobby
and wanted to make a
big batch for an upcoming event at the brewery.
His boss introduced him
to Dr. Robert Small, better known as “Dr. Bob,”
a professor and dean
at Cal Poly Pomona
who was known for his
excellent handcrafted
ice cream. “I became
interested in doing some
crazy ice creams, and
I started taking home
beer, and then we figured a vanilla malted ice
cream with beer would
be really good. So we
poured in the beer and
our first beer ice cream
was born.”
It was quite the match.
Sam and Bryan were so
impressed by the beer
flavors that they decided
to make it their own
thing. That’s where it all
started. “I would take it
to these little events at the brewery and sell the ice cream
there, and people would just love the ice cream. Bryan
and I were going to Cal Poly at the time, and we thought
‘Hey, let’s develop this; we can really turn this into a real
thing.’” They supplied their ice cream at events along the
way, but Scoops on Tap got its official start July 31, 2015,
at a Dale Bros event. That fateful day marked the best
friends’ love for ice cream and entrepreneurship.
After making crazy new flavors, such as bacon ice
cream and avocado ice cream, the men decided to take
part in the Bronco Start-Up challenge. That is when Sam
and Bryan really got to work with the infamous Dr. Bob,
who helped them understand the processes of manufacturing ice cream and introduced them to his large factory
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at the Fairplex. “We learned a lot about the ice cream
making process, and he shared all the ins and outs of the
business, and it was very helpful,” Bryan says.
At the Bronco Startup Challenge, the Scoops On Tap
team took home third place, but it was noticeable that
they took home first place in consumer response. Many
came up to them and applauded their 400+ samples of
ice cream served in glass beer mugs. “People just loved
it; it was definitely good validation that we were on the
right track,” Sam says.
“Quality was what Dr. Bob stood for. He didn’t cut
corners. He sourced
the best ingredients,
and it really showed
when you tasted the
ice cream. We didn’t
want to make run-ofthe-mill ice cream,”
Sam says. For this
reason, Sam and Bryan
continue to use the
best ingredients they
can find. “A large
part of what we sell is
plant-based or vegan
or uses coconut as
the base. People love
those flavors,” he says.
“It’s a challenge to
source ingredients; we
get our fruit from local
vendors and farmers
markets. Our cream
and milk come from
a dairy farm in Chino,
and our coconuts
come from a vendor in Los Angeles.”
They know the exact
process to obtain the
milk and cream and
even have personal
relationships with the
Photo by Destiny Dominguez
farmers they work with
to ensure the highest quality ingredients.
Sam was always intrigued by ice cream, even at a
young age. “Every Fourth of July, my neighbors would
hand crank ice cream, and I was just amazed. I had never
experienced ice cream like that. One year, I got a cook
book by a guy named David Lebowitz, and it was called
“The Perfect Scoop. This book is my biggest inspiration
for ice cream.” Bryan adds, “Ice cream is such a fun thing
because there is so much variety and so many different
things you can do with it. It is such a versatile dessert.
You have creme brûlée, and usually it’s the same thing
every time, you know? But something like ice cream, you
can do so many interesting things—like our beer infused
ice cream.”

OPPOSITE PAGE: Scoops on
Tap founders Sam Howland
(left) and Bryan Marasco
have a distinguished history
of making customers and
friends smile as they scoop
up some of their delicious
ice cream, including the
blackberry buttermilk flavor
(pictured) made of organic
cream, buttermilk and milk,
plus fresh Oregon marionberries. The ingredients
are infused with blackberry
sour ale from Ballast
Point Brewing.
AT LEFT: Sam Howland and
Bryan Marrasco staff their
2019 Fair stand located
near Fairplex Building Four.
They offered their premium
ice cream to thousands of
people who attended the
2019 LA County Fair. “Those
moments when you walk
through the crowd at the
LA County Fair, and you’re
outside of the booth and see
people walking around with
the ice cream, and they’re
enjoying it; it’s definitely a
really cool feeling. It is like,
‘Wow. We made something
that people appreciate as
much as the effort we put
into it,’” Sam smiles.

ABOVE: “We get asked
about our favorite flavors a
lot. I usually say that the best
flavor is in the eye of the beholder, but a flavor that holds
a special place in my heart
is our salted caramel ice
cream,” says Sam. It is their
longest running flavor and is
made with Argentinian dolce
de leche and sea salt, which
is infused with a blonde ale
or lager beer. The alcohol
content in each ice cream
flavor depends on the batch,
but it is always a balancing
act to make sure the flavor of
the beer is obvious but not
overpowering, and that it
enhances the flavor of
the ice cream.

‘So we poured in the beer, and
our first beer ice cream was born’
—Sam Howland
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cially on social media. They run
a monthly flavor contest where
fans can submit an idea for a
flavor they want Sam and Bryan
to concoct. One of Sam’s favorite fan flavors is gingerbread.
Sam and Bryan made it with
fresh ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg
and a pinch of clove. “It tastes
just like a gingerbread cookie!”
Sam exclaims.
As their following has grown,
so has their business. Scoops on
Tap used to be produced at Dr.
Bob’s facility at the LA County
Fairgrounds, but they have since
moved to a small facility in
Upland and are working toward
opening up a storefront shop.
“We love doing mobile events to
share our brand and product, but
we want to open up a place we
can call home in the process,”
Sam says.
“We have really seen our sales
grow exponentially over the past
three years.” Both men were
working full time when they
started Scoops on Tap. Sam at
the Dale Bros Brewery, and Bryan in the water filtration industry.
“We left our jobs to dedicate our
Photo by Destiny Dominguez
time to Scoops on Tap. We had
Scoops on Tap has pursued many interesting ventures,
to make that decision. We love entrepreneurship.”
including partnering with breweries, coffee shops, and
The chemistry the pair hold makes it seem as though
restaurants to make individual specialty ice creams. With ev- they know exactly what the other is thinking. They even
ery new partnership they also ensure the most premium ice
finish each other’s sentences. While Sam talks about
cream possible. “We are currently working with 40 different
his passions, Bryan smiles and occasionally interjects,
breweries across Southern California. It’s a lot of work, but
reminiscing about the memories of them being old
someone has to do it,” Sam jokes.
roommates while living in Covina, California. “Bryan
With every new partnership they also ensure the most
and I love music. Bryan is an excellent guitar player, and
premium ice cream
I found an interesting
possible. People
passion in lighting. I
always ask Sam and
set up the DJ lighting
Bryan what is premiand lasers, and we
um, and what they say
would jam together.
is definitely a premium
We do that less so now,
response, “People
though, because we are
asking what is super
busy with the business
premium means a lot
almost 24/7, with a
to Bryan and me. It is how we make the ice cream. Bryan little time to sleep,” Sam laughs. “We’re pretty good food
and I make every ice cream ourselves. We say handguys; in our spare time we like to cook.”
crafted because we are physically making that ice cream
They also keep each other inspired, including rituals
everyday, and it’s the quality of the ingredients; it’s where
they have for the Los Angeles County Fair, which they
the ingredients come from.”
will return to this year. “For the fair, we had a good ritual.
It is because of this quality that Scoops on Tap has such At Sprouts, we’d get four sandwiches, one for lunch and
a loyal fanbase. At the weekly farmer’s market in Pasaone for dinner. Same sandwich everyday. Turkey, lettuce,
dena, Sam and Bryan let their weekly customers try new
tomatoes, mayo, no cheese; it’s too expensive. And we
flavors. They love to connect with their customers, espedid that same meal almost everyday.” ■

Budding indie jazz musicians shake up the local music scene
BY NATALIE SIRNA
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t all started at a show at the dA Center for the Arts,
Pomona, when Claremont High School senior Finn Pacheco shared a set with Glendora High School bassist
Kyle Hauk, and the two instantly realized their musical
chemistry. From there, Finn, Kyle and drummer Taylor
McNamara, Finn’s friend from high school, began writing
songs together. Inspired by his recent trip to France as
well as by taking French classes at school, Kyle suggested
the band name Court Verano, meaning “short summer,”
which also happens to be Finn’s favorite season.
Their tones emulate the warm glow of a summer sun.
Like a short summer season, Court Verano’s music embodies sweet feelings of bliss that will leave you craving
more. According to Finn, their sound can be loosely described as “jazz fusion with modern indie rock influence.
We’re also heavily influenced by classic and contemporary jazz artists such as Herbie Hancock and Yussef Kamaal.” The group members also have their shared history
of high school jazz band to account for their expansive
knowledge of jazz artists and style. Court Verano’s sound
is hallmarked by unusual time signatures, melodic guitar
riffs and haunting vocals. Occasionally, friend of the
band Andres Beltran joins in, playing keys at the gigs,
permitted he gets the time off from school studies.
Court Verano brings an unexpected yet refreshing new
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sound to the local music scene. Their most recent release,
“Serrulta’s Theme,” is a relaxing piece that melts melodic
chords into delicate yet danceable interludes. The lyrics
weave a story of a summer romance blossoming under a
cherry tree. Pacheco’s voice echoes tranquility and bliss
that will leave you lost in contemplation and perhaps
reminiscent of a past summer love.
Classy and charismatic, Court Verano’s artistry is a local
music gem with a sound that effortlessly blends sophistication with dissonance. The notes melt seamlessly into
one another, and Finn’s tenor voice will be sure to put
you in a trance.
This new local jazz tribe is the unexpected but refreshing new sound and aesthetic that the local music scene
desperately needs. Their hard work is paying off as they
move from a strictly household band to playing sets at the
L.A County Fair in La Verne just this past September. You
can also find them playing at the Fox Theater in Pomona, the Mint in L.A, FTG Warehouse in Santa Ana, and
they have even set up under a tent in the La Verne and
Claremont villages. Wherever you find them, you will not
be disappointed with the level of artistry from such young
budding musicians. Court Verano allows you to pause for
a brief few minutes and sink into the softness of summer
any time of the year. ■

ABOVE: The sophisticatedsounds of jazz fusion with
modern indie rock influence
come from Court Verano, an
indie jazz trio that features
(left to right) Finn Pacheco
on guitar/vocals, Kyle
Hauk on bass and Taylor
McNamara on drums. The
three local musicians started
playing jazz together in high
school, and their music career has taken off ever since.
It is no surprise that their raw
talent at such a young age
has garnered well-deserved
attention from friends and
peers. The Court Verano
musicians continue to book
more and more shows as
they gain their music industry footing. These upcoming
months will be instrumental
in drawing more widespread
attention for the group.

BY REMY HOGAN
ABOVE: Lance Pugmire
launches into his Journalism
100, News Reporting class.
PAGE 32: Lance tells the story
of British boxer Tyson Fury
serenading his wife with the
Aerosmith hit, “I Don’t Want to
Miss a Thing” to pay her homage for helping him conquer
his drug addiction. Paris told
Lance she was touched by her
husband’s surprise, and that it
meant so much to her.
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T

he stench of sweat. The roar of
a crowd chanting in anticipation. The piercing sound of
a bell signaling the beginning of a
round. This was a typical Saturday
night for Lance Pugmire, former
sports writer for the Los Angeles
Times, now senior boxing writer for
The Athletic, an online subscription
sports service.
Lance, from a young age, knew that
he was destined to become a writer.
He won a highly competitive spelling
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bee in elementary school and says
the experience sealed the deal for
him. “What was clear to me was
that I would not be an athlete, but I
love sports and writing,” says Lance,
who teaches journalism as a senior
adjunct at the University of La Verne.
He graduated from California
State University, Fullerton with a
bachelor of arts in communications
and emphasis in journalism. While
at Fullerton, Lance worked for the
prestigious Titan newspaper. It was

the “camaraderie on the staff and
the opportunity to learn to question
authority” that eventually led him to
fall in love with journalism. “We are
raised to fall in line and not question
authority, but our duty as journalists
is to ask questions. We should not be
above asking tough questions.”
After graduation, he worked with
the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin from
1995 until 1999. “You always want
to push yourself, and I’m very competitive as a journalist,” he says with

a smile. He applied to pick up stories from a
satellite version of the Los Angeles Times that
covered minor league baseball. Eventually,
that earned Lance the opportunity to write a
story about a football student who played for
Northwestern and collapsed and died from
an illegal National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) drill that was mandated by
the coach. The player had also been drinking
an energy drink that contained ephedra, an
herb that has medicinal properties and has
since been banned for safety concerns in the
United States by the Food and Drug Administration. The drill combined with the energy
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drink caused the football player
to die.
That story put Lance on the map
with the LA Times. He was first
asked to write investigative stories
and “take out stories” or stories of
the day. At this time, layoffs were
becoming prevalent in the news
industry, and Lance strived to be
connected to a beat so that he
could secure his job. Starting in
2003 until 2006, he worked investigations and hard news. “When
you work in news, you get this
news bug instilled inside you, and
you know you have a responsibility to update your readers.”
Lance held a strong desire to
report on sports news, and his big
break came with the Kobe Bryant
sexual assault case. He covered
that case and its many updates.
Around this time, the LA Times
was the first to begin regular
coverage of the Ultimate Fighting
Championships (UFC). He was
assigned to cover UFC fights and
boxing, and continued reporting
on UFC fighting for more than
a decade. “Everyday is a new
adventure and an opportunity to
top your last story by considering
mistakes along the way,” he says.
Lance got used to the lightning
fast deadlines and the ringside
chaos that Saturday nights brought
him. “I worked like a dog for
several years on the fight between
Floyd Mayweather and Manny
Pacquiao in May 2015.” The highly anticipated and very polarizing
fight in question took too long to
happen, says Lance. “I’ll always
remember when they were both
standing in their corners bouncing on their feet, and in that moment I felt,
‘Wow, this is pretty cool.’ The fact that it actually came to reality was wild.” Lance was
ringside for that fight, which turned out to be
the richest one day sporting event in United States history, leveling in at a whopping
$600 million.
Being in the arena was always high stress
for Lance because of the energy coursing
through the crowd and the fighters, but also
because of his tight deadlines. Oftentimes,
he had only minutes or seconds to explain to
the best of his ability how the fight went. On
Saturday nights at the LA Times, he had two

deadlines: one at 9:30 p.m. about the fight to
get the story started, and then the final deadline at 10:30 p.m. Usually the first deadline
took place while the fight was still happening
or just as it was ending, so the pressure of the
deadline took precedence over cheering with
the rest of the crowd. “It breaks some people,” Lance says. “I got on my knees and said
a quick prayer before each fight to let me be
at my wisest and most aware.”
His fight stories were typically written in
five to 10 minutes at a total of 600 or 700
words, and he usually wrote another story
with all the next steps for Monday right
after Saturday night fights. Lance averaged
a dozen published stories in a week for the
LA Times, both in paper and online. He also
updated his own blog called “Fight Corner”
every Tuesday around noon.
For Lance, his job is his life. But so are his
children. “I always coach my kids in sports. I
love being there for them,” he says. A father of
three, Lance has coached his eldest daughter
in softball and his youngest son in soccer, basketball, and Little League Baseball. He laughs
as he reminisces, “Early on in my career
covering high school sports, I learned a few
key things: first, parents are the worst to have
at games.” He remembers the drama he had
to endure during the three years he served on
the board for his youngest son’s Little League
team. A huge scandal had broken out among
the parents, and Lance had to threaten to kick
the parents out, or else their children wouldn’t
be allowed to play. The excitement of that
experience made Lance take a step back from
coaching. “I want to be there for my kids
without being a tyrant,” he laughs.
Now, he focuses on spending quality time
with his children. His favorite activity is to
watch football games. Having season tickets
to watch the LA Chargers makes him happy
because “it’s 10 days out of the year where I
know I get to be with my kids.” He still supports his youngest son’s athletic ventures and
makes it a point to attend his games as often
as possible. One of his fondest memories was
at his son’s most recent championship baseball game. “He won his championship game,
spotted me in the crowd and gave me a huge
hug. Seeing his joy and happiness was the
highlight of the year for me.”
In his professional life, Lance never forgets
what, or rather, who keeps him going. “Family is my inspiration to work and succeed
because I’m able to care for them.” When the
opportunity to uproot his career and cover
boxing at The Athletic came to him, it was
his oldest son who encouraged him most. In

an article Lance published in The Athletic, he is quoted as saying
“Certainly, the question, ‘What writer leaves the LA Times?’ came
to mind, but my 18-year-old subscriber son told me to jump at
the opportunity.” And so he did. And he wondered why he had
waited so long. Now the senior boxing writer at The Athletic,
Lance only has to write two or three in-depth stories a week.
Because he no longer covers UFC matches as often, he is able to
travel less and spend quality time with his children more often.
He also has the opportunity to spend more time on his stories,
averaging about 2,000 to 3,000 words because the online format
allows for more space. “I’m enjoying that because I can write the
stories with the length and attention they deserve, and I have the
freedom to write in my own voice.”
“If I had to do it all over again, I would push myself more than
I did and not be as patient as I was,” Lance says about his nearly
two decades at the LA Times. “It’s our job to question authority
out in the field, but it’s a different story when it comes to questioning the authority of our bosses.” He found himself struggling
to stick up for himself and to ask for what he knew he deserved.
So when The Athletic offered him a higher salary, it came down
to whether the LA Times would match the offer. “The LA Times
had a decision to make regarding my pay knowing what I was
going to be paid, and they couldn’t get there. I just always
thought that they would consider the years and dedication.”
But Lance is happy with his new direction. When The Athletic
went looking for writers to assign to beats, they searched for only
the best. “Knowing that they went out and got the best writers
possible, and the fact that they started with me was like, ‘Wow,
my hard work is being recognized,’” he says with pride. “I’ll miss
all my friendships at the LA Times, but it was just time to move
on.” A loyal reader who followed Lance from the LA Times to
The Athletic commented on his first online story, stating, “Boxing
belongs at The Athletic, and you belong here with it, Lance.
Looking forward to more.” His readers, including his son, have
pushed him to pursue the stories about which he is passionate.
His relentlessly ethical search for the humanity and the truth
in his stories is just one of the many reasons he enjoys great
journalism success. He tells his middle son, a University of San
Diego freshman, that journalism requires one to be completely
committed to the cause and fully devoted to telling the truth.
Truth telling is a big part of Lance’s life philosophy, and a big
reason that he teaches part time at the University of La Verne. “I
have real world experience, and I want students to know how
to handle situations. I want to pass on stories where I made
mistakes so students can learn from them and be armed going
into the real world.” He guest spoke at La Verne 15 years into his
career and decided he wanted to help students learn more about
the journalism field. He now teaches Journalism 100 and media
ethics classes at La Verne. “I will never portray myself as ‘holier
than thou,’ and I will never say that I’m a perfect person. Recognizing our flaws and working through them is how you work
through ethics. We should not be defined by our mistakes, and
that is the resounding point I communicate to my students.”
Lance Pugmire has found his calling as a journalist and as a
professor. When his two worlds collide, Lance likes to remind
his students of this important philosophy: “You’ve to be grounded. Life is supposed to be fun. We are allowed to slip sometimes
and learn from our mistakes.” ■
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Rubel built a castle following his own rules
BY EMILY J. SULLIVAN
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“Toto, I have a feeling we’re not in Glendora anymore.”

W

FIRST PAGE: The Rubel
Castle’s massive front gates
are the first view that greets
visitors. The gates serve as a
barrier to the outside community, hiding its secrets and
eccentric design within.
TOP LEFT: Michael Rubel’s
memorial headstone sits just
behind the red train caboose;
a bottle of wine sits atop the
faux-grave marker, and an
old straw hat of Michael’s is
placed to the side.
BELOW: The entrance tunnel
of the Castle is constructed
with cement and various
booze bottles, a common
theme seen throughout the
Rubel Castle.
NEXT PAGE: The Santa Fe
Railroad caboose, reminiscent of the 1940s, used to be
used as guest quarters for
the Rubel Castle.

hen the massive medieval
front gate of
Glendora’s Rubel Castle
slowly swings open, a
quirky wonderland confuses and excites the senses. There is a barn made of
river rock, a stable, horses
and a pony to the right,
and just up ahead there is
a massive 1940s-era red
train caboose, complete
with a train crossing signal
that glows red and raises
when a lever is pulled. To
the left is the Castle, made
mostly of stones and partly
of booze bottles, toasters,
engines, railroad ties and
bedsprings. Cannons that
once shot oranges from
the pre-existing groves and
a tarnished metal portcullis guard the entrance. A
large clock up ahead starts
signaling it is 10 a.m. with 10 booming bell tolls. And this
is all before you make your way into the Castle.
Michael Rubel, king of the Rubel Castle, started
constructing forts as a child. He and his neighborhood
cohorts gathered together rubbish and junk from a nearby
junkyard and piled it high with hammers and nails holding it barely together. The mothers would look on apprehensively, grimacing whenever something would unexpectedly shake. That is when Michael Rubel caught the
fort-building bug. As Michael grew, the bug progressed
into an obsession, and the forts of his youth transformed
into castles; the Rubel Castle, located in a typical suburban neighborhood
of Glendora at the
base of the San
Gabriel Mountains,
was Michael’s
masterpiece. Built
both from discarded knick-knacks
and sought-after
oddities, Rubelia is
a kingdom created
by its own rules
where nothing is
normal and anything goes.
Michael acquired the Castle
grounds, which
were previously the Albourne

Citrus Ranch, in 1959 when he was still a teenager. The
ranch was near his childhood home, and he played there
as an adventurous youngster, taking dips in the reservoir
in the summer heat. Arthur K. Bourne, Singer Sewing
Machine mogul, owned the ranch and gifted it to the
Episcopal Church with the condition that Michael would
be able to purchase it when he was 20 years old. When
Michael returned to Glendora after hitchhiking through
Europe, Asia and Africa and working as a paint chipper
and purser on a ship, he was 19. The Church agreed to
sign it over to him for a down payment of $200 and a
monthly payment, which he ultimately could not make.
Bourne, who had gifted the property to the Church years
prior, knew Michael had his heart set on owning the
land that held the citrus packing house and reservoir he
frequented as a child, so the mogul paid six-months of
Michael’s payments to get him on his feet.
ith the help of friends, some of whom he
persuaded with the promise of parties, and
volunteers referred to as “pharm hands”
or “Rubelians,” Michael was able to embark on what
began as an adolescent fixation, but transpired into his
life’s work. Michael’s peers and acquaintances found his
passion for the project inspiring, contagious even. He
received grand donations—from the 1890 weight-driven,
hand-wound Seth Thomas clock that towers 74 feet high
over the castle grounds to the Santa Fe 1940s-era red train
caboose, doubling as a guest-house, that sits just inside
the gates. A ship captain named C.J. Boggs, who caught
wind of the project while Rubel worked random summers
on the captain’s freight ship, left him all of his money
when he died so he could invest it toward furthering the
Castle’s completion.
Once Michael acquired the land, he moved into the
packing house. His 91-year-old grandfather Deuel and
his mother Dorothy Rubel moved into the packing house
shortly after. Dorothy, a previous New York chorus girl,
restored the packing house with elegant antiques and tap-

W

estry rugs, and the building was rebirthed as the “Tin Palace.” Dorothy
invited her Hollywood friends, including fan dancer Sally Rand to the
Tin Palace to hobnob at lavish cocktail parties and black-tie dinners.
hile Dorothy was a socialite and loved getting dressed to
the nines and surrounding herself with martini-sipping
friends, Michael preferred overalls and straw hats to
formal attire and pined for an escape from the posh parties. Inventive
and industrious per usual, Michael and a few friends dug a tunnel
from the tin palace to the drained and cleaned water reservoir. With
wine bottles and cement, he constructed a 10 by 10 foot house with a
ladder that led to a second story that looks more like a large shelf and
fits a small bed perfectly. Michael moved from the tin palace to the
tiny dwelling and lived there for seven years while he built the Castle.
Today the 100 square foot bottle house sits just inside the Castle gates, surrounding it is technically a castle but more of a small
community. The King’s Quarters, where Michael ultimately lived once
that portion of the Castle was completed, is on top of the Castle’s
tunnel entrance. It is a two-story, two-bedroom quarters with a living
room, bathroom and full-kitchen. Inside, the walls are made of river
rock and cement just like the outside of the Castle. Outside of the
King’s Quarters is a rickety elevator, a small chamber encompassed by
rusty metal. There are similar apartments throughout the Castle with
kitchens, living rooms and bathrooms. At Castle center is a fully operational blacksmith’s shop. Today, blacksmiths still work there and train
their apprentices. There is a large communal kitchen on the grounds
as well, where the residents gather and celebrate holidays and share
community meals. A community garden is planted behind the train
caboose and adjacent to the towering windmill; residents of the Castle

W
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maintain the garden and prepare meals in the spirit of self-sustaining
and living as people did long ago.
Over the years, the Castle has garnered attention from various news
networks, celebrities who popped in to take a tour, and production
companies looking for a medieval aesthetic to shoot their projects.
In 1990, Huell Howser toured the Castle and interviewed Michael as
cameras followed behind. Comedy Central shot a “Game of Thrones”
spoof at the Castle, and NBC’s hit series “Heroes” was also shot on the
Castle grounds. Alfred Hitchcock, Bob Hope and Prince Phillip are
among the prominent visitors who stopped by to see what was hidden
behind Wonka’s gates.
fter 26 years of ongoing construction, the Castle was finally
completed, and Michael could rest. In 1996, he married a
neighbor, Kaia, and moved her into the King’s Quarters, finally having found his queen. The years of manual labor, lugging river
rocks and digging tunnels took a toll on Michael’s physical health, and
his ability to care for the Castle dwindled. In 2005, Michael gave the
Castle to the Glendora Historical Society. Many of his friends, several
of whom actually helped construct the Castle, now serve as docents
and provide tours for the Castle visitors. The Glendora school children
take field trips to the Castle each year, and tradework, like metal work,
is taught there on the weekends.
Michael passed away on Oct. 15, 2007; he was 67 years old. The
tour of the Castle comes to a close just behind the Santa Fe train
caboose where a memorial graveyard covers that portion of the Castle
grounds. A bottle of wine sits perched atop the largest headstone that
is decorated with a Rubel Farms placard. Displayed across the front, it
reads, “Michael Clarke Rubel, Builder.” ■
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MIDDLE: University of La
Tree Hotel. Upon arrival, lots of singing and laughter
Verne business major John
bounces through the venue and spills into the parking
Ceja, political science major
lot. Familiar songs crescendo in and out, as security
guards hover around the entry way door. After ensuring Sunny Blake, and senior
that guests are drinking age and collecting the $5 cover theater major Briana White
celebrate the end of the fall
charge, it is time to head inside.
semester at PianoPiano in
Two pianos on stage are positioned toward each
Claremont.
other, with one pianist at each bench. Between them
BELOW: Destiny Sarahi, an
is a drum set. Both pianos are equipped with a big red
employee from Taberna La
button on top. To play a song, guests fill out a song reVerne, mixes a drink at the
quest slip. Requests to the pianist are paired with a tip.
bar for one of her customers.
The higher the tip, the better the chances of your song
getting played. But, if a guest really wants to change
a song, she will have to out-tip the current song. This
Merino
earns the guest a chance to smash the big red button. Photo by Maydeen
Strobe lights flash, and sirens frantical-
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or most college football quarterbacks,
finding plans on a Saturday is
a no-brainer. For
them, their
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ABOVE: Elizabeth Toeller,
one of The Paradox Arcade
and Bar’s regulars, tries her
hand at the Simpson’s Pinball
Party, which is one of the
five pinball machines available at the Pomona arcade.

biggest obstacle is
the defensive line. Off the field,
their difficulty lies in trying to squeeze
every entertainment plan into one night. But for Matt
Albright, University of La Verne quarterback, he regularly
finds himself with few options when he wants to have
a fun night with friends. And by few, that means none.
“There isn’t anything to do past 9 p.m. near La Verne. It’s
not that people aren’t looking for activities; it just isn’t
there,” Albright says. “My teammates and I end up traveling really far just to have some fun after a game or a long
day of class, meetings and practice.”
Throughout Albright’s senior football season, he and his
friends regularly took Ubers as far as Hollywood for some
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late-night entertainment. Not only was this hurting
their college-student wallets, the inconvenience of it
all made the long night even longer.
This is not just an Albright problem, as many
students at the University struggle to find any
form of life after the city of La Verne rolls up its
sidewalks. But what if there were, and the word
just has not quite gotten around? Having some

late-night spots for students creates a
brand new atmosphere on campus. It
allows them to get to know students
holding different majors and interests,
and helps bring together the three-fourths
of the student-body who commute to and
from campus.

The first nightlife experience to check
out is just 10 minutes from the University:
the dueling piano bar. PianoPiano is on
Foothill Boulevard, facing the Double-

ly ring while the screen
above flickers with the message: STOP THAT
SONG. Most tips range from $20 to $40 but some get as
high as $80. Depending on the night, you can find yourself with only standing room, so be sure to call and grab
a table reservation especially if you are planning on going
on a Friday or Saturday night. Fortunately, the standing
room is positioned closest to the bar, directly in front of
the stage, which arguably gives you the best “seats” in the
house. Ultimately, PianoPiano delivers prime entertainment for the cover charge. Everyone’s eyes are fixed on
the stage, smiles go ear-to-ear, and anticipation is high on
what will come next. Guests are encouraged to be wild
and let loose, whether that be singing along, dancing, or
doing a silly act on stage.

Photo b
y Remy
Hogan

Despite the huge entertainment value at PianoPiano,
such a high-energy experience might not be what a
worn-out college student wants after a long week. Ten

NEXT PAGE, LEFT: The Paradox Arcade and Bar offers a
wide variety of classic arcade
and console games as well as
pinball machines.
NEXT PAGE, TOP: Briana
White (right) cowers from
the PianoPiano spotlight
with Sunny Blake as the dueling pianists recognize their
pending graduation from the
University of La Verne.
NEXT PAGE, BOTTOM: You
do not have to leave campus
for fun. Sigma Kappa members (l to r) Brianna Salcido,
Jaycie Thierry, Remy Hogan,
Sunny Blake, and Hannah
Flores enjoy their annual
Casino Night on campus in
the Abraham Center.

are the perfect backdrop for the screen projecting movies from the
era. Some of the movies shown include “Cone Heads,” the Star Wars
saga, “Star Trek” and cyber-inspired cinema.
Have a roll of quarters ready, because The Paradox delivers an
array of arcade games. Guests can hop from Jurassic Park and Simpsons-themed pinball to a classic game of Pac-Man, Donkey Kong,
the iconic Space Invaders or Galaga. If they really want a throwback
experience, there is even an Atari, centipede and a Sega Genesis

Console. The music ranges from Michael Jackson to Rage Against the
Machine, but if you would rather game to your own tunes, you can
punch in a song on their iPad version of a juke box for 50 cents.
One Pomona-native couple describes themselves as proud regulars
at The Paradox. They kept a close eye on the arcade and bar’s Instagram page, anticipating its grand opening in 2018. “There’s a sense of
nostalgia inside The Paradox. It just gives you a vintage feeling from
the era we grew up in. It’s cool to feel like a child again but this time,
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minutes south down Garey Avenue, you will come upon a hidden
gem in Pomona, The Paradox Arcade and Bar. Free of a cover charge,
the Paradox invites people to revisit the nostalgia of their childhood
through classic quarter and nickel arcade games. Inside the locally
owned bar, you will feel like you have traveled back in time to the
‘80s or ‘90s. Behind the flashing machines dinging and humming
familiar tunes, colorful hand-painted murals smother every wall inch.
The game-themed murals with neon shapes and familiar characters
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with drinks,” says Rianffrey Hoyos, a Cal Poly Pomona graduate.
The arcade theme continues throughout the bar, as the beer on
tap is dispensed through a Super Mario-themed green warp pipe.
The drinks also mirror the theme, with names like “Marge-Rita,” an
ode to the Simpson’s, and “The Dark Side.” If you have had enough
screen-time, there are some old-school board games on the bar tables. Guests can play Jenga, Mr. Operation, Connect 4, Lite-Brite and
more. “We live right up the street, so we come about once or twice
a week. We really like playing video games together, whether it’s my
favorite, the pinball machines, or the consoles or board games. It’s so
much fun,” Liz Hoyos says.

If gaming isn’t really your thing, but you are still feeling reminiscent, just down the street from The Paradox is That 80s Bar. Big hair
and leg warmers are welcome at this fun, energetic spot. People are
mostly found in the center of the room, singing along and dancing to
their favorite tunes on the big checkerboard dance floor. Above the
crowd, a large disco ball rotates, sending beams of light around the
room. Be sure to get here early, as the tables and dance floor fill up
quickly. Entertainment in That 80’s Bar ranges from era-themed cover
bands to karaoke Wednesdays. Tribute bands cover music from artists
like No Doubt, Van Halen, the Go Gos, Cheez Whiz and Madonna.
But do not worry, Latin music lovers. That 80’s Bar did not forget
about you. Some nights are even dedicated to Spanish rock, pop and
Cumbia, and locals will pile in the bar to hear bands playing songs
from Maná, Selena, Depeche Mode and more. Although the crowd is
not your typical college-aged students, anyone who admires the era is
sure to enjoy the retro ambiance.
However, if you are craving a college-student atmosphere, The
Press in the Claremont Village might be your new go-to hangout.
While The Press does not offer much of a specific theme like the others, you will enjoy live music from locals five nights a week. Music
buffs will love a Press visit, as featured artist provide quite the variation of genres. Depending on the night, you might hear a set from
a house DJ, hip hop, rock and roll, folk music, or even video game
music. However, if music is a bit too tough for you and your friends
to agree on, maybe the movie, game or trivia night will be right. Take
a look at the website calendar that lists the event and artist line-ups.
The Press also offers seasonal cocktails and even some photogenic,
Instagram-worthy drinks, if that is your thing.
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Fortunately, thanks to a new La Verne addition, a college atmosphere can be found just be a few steps from campus. On Third
Street, the tapas bar Taberna features an indoor/outdoor floor plan,
accompanied by a few modern fire pits, twinkling string lights and a
giant Jenga game.
Taberna co-owner Mike Chiovare says he wanted the restaurant to
have a laid back, backyard atmosphere. The restaurant also thoughtfully considers a college student budget with its food and drink menu.
The tapas bar incorporates two cocktail hours, from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
and again from 10 a.m. to midnight. Taberna also offers $5 mini martinis, for those with commitment issues.
Any night that does not call for studying is reason enough to celebrate. First check out ULV’s entertainment offerings. But if you do
not find something to your liking, skip the commute back home and
enjoy local nightlife an Uber ride $10 and under has to offer. ■

